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STATE OF ILLINOIS 

ILLINOIS COMMERCE COMMISSION 

COMMONWEALTH EDISON COMPANY   ) 
         ) 
Petition for approval of an Alternative Rate    ) Docket No. 10-0527 
Regulation Plan pursuant to Section 9-244    ) 
of the Public Utilities Act      )   
 

DRAFT ORDER 

I. RATE ACEP MECHANISM 

 
A. Proposed Rate ACEP Mechanism 

 
ComEd is proposing what it calls an “alternative regulation pilot plan” (“the Proposal”) 

pursuant to Section 9-244 of the PUA.  This plan is an alternative cost recovery mechanism, Rate 
ACEP, for three discretionary investments of ComEd.  ComEd Petition at 1.  The Company 
claims that these three investments could go into effect immediately upon approval of the tariff, 
and discusses a fourth project that it may propose at a later time.  The three projects for which 
the Company seeks immediate approval are:  an accelerated Urban Underground Facility 
Reinvestment program (“UUFR”); a pilot of electric vehicles (“EVs”) in utility operations; and a 
Low Income Assistance Program. 

 
The fourth program proposed by the Company is the deployment of smart grid 

technologies, including Advanced Metering Infrastructure (“AMI”) and Distribution Automation 
(“DA”).  The Company states that these plans and budgets will be proposed after completion of 
the AMI Pilot, the Illinois Statewide Smart Grid Collaborative (“ISSGC”), and the 
Commission’s Smart Grid policy docket.  ComEd Petition at 4.  The Company has selected 
specific, discretionary investments to “pilot” Rate ACEP as alternative regulation.  ComEd Ex. 
1.0 Rev. at 1.   

 
ComEd proposes a “mechanism,” Rate ACEP, whose principal component is 

Commission approval of special rate recovery outside of rate cases.  AG Ex. 1.0 at 14.  ComEd 
proposes a plan for advance regulatory review, including a review of the prudency of the 
proposed project and of ComEd’s investment decisions.  

 
After receiving this pre-approval, Rate ACEP will recover the costs of these programs as 

they are incurred outside of the normal rate case process.  CUB Ex. 1.0 at 5.  ComEd Ex. 1.2 is a 
21-page proposed tariff that describes the filings, review processes and rate changes would result 
from approval of Rate ACEP.  According to ComEd witness Dr. Ross Hemphill,  

…the proposal provides for continuing input by stakeholders and two levels of 
commission review.  The Commission reviews and approves all deployments and 
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the corresponding capital and O&M budgets in advance.  The Commission will 
also hold formal biennial review proceedings, as long as the alternative regulation 
tariff remains in effect, to review, modify, and adapt the programs conducted 
under its auspices.   

ComEd Ex. 1.0 at 6. 

ComEd listed and described the filings and procedures it envisions for administration of 
Rate ACEP.  CUB Ex. 1.2 and 1.3.  The proceedings begin with informational filings 
documenting the initial ACEP charges from the date of the ICC order in this case, and include 
biennial review proceedings to approve programs whose costs would be recovered through Rate 
ACEP.  Id.   

 
ComEd has attempted to estimate the costs of the proposed projects.  ComEd Exhibit 1.3 

is a summary of the projected investment, O&M and Rate ACEP recovery amounts.  Based upon 
these illustrative calculations and the underlying assumptions, ComEd customers would be 
charged $4.4 million to $5.2 million per calendar quarter, on top of base rates approved by the 
Commission in traditional regulation, with cumulative charges through January of 2013 totaling 
$24.1 million.  Id.  Actual costs incurred by the Company and passed along to customers would 
depend upon the timing of Commission approval of programs and ComEd’s rate of actual 
spending.  AG Ex. 1.0 at 16.  Charges through Rate ACEP would continue and grow until 
ComEd’s next base rate case provides an opportunity to include the cumulative investments 
within test year approved utility rates.  Id.  Moreover, the Company has predicted use of Rate 
ACEP upon a favorable outcome in its case requesting approval of an increase in delivery 
services rates: 

 
Because this alternative regulation plan contemplates ComEd investing additional 
capital of up to 130 million and incurring additional O&M expenses up to 65 
million it is necessarily a condition on ComEd receiving approval of rates that 
give it a reasonable opportunity to recover its other delivery costs.”   

 
Petition, Par. 15, Tr. at 615.  

 
The Company offers Rate ACEP to the Commission as a “dual opportunity” to test the 

proposed technologies and the proposed regulatory framework.  Tr. at 386.  Dr. Hemphill 
characterizes the programs and costs selected by ComEd for Rate ACEP treatment as “discrete 
and discretionary,” meaning they are not necessary at this time to provide safe and reliable 
service.  ComEd Ex. 1.0 at 8-9; Tr. at 387.  These are investments the Company expects to 
produce “substantial customer benefits” that justify incurring the costs, and contends that these 
are projects which would not be undertaken in the absence of pre-approval by the Commission 
and cost recovery through Rate ACEP.  ComEd Ex. 1.0 at 8-9.   

 
Rate ACEP is an open-ended tariff which provides for future expansion to include, 

“…any new or modified accelerated customer enhancement program proposed by the Company 
and approved by the ICC.”  ComEd Ex. 1.2, Original Sheet No. X+4 and Original Sheet Nos. 
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X+12 and 13.  ComEd proposes that there be continuing input from stakeholders, and biennial 
review proceedings to “review, modify, and adapt the programs conducted under its auspices.”  
ComEd Ex. 1.0 at 6.  There is no specific standard by which Rate ACEP proposed investments 
are evaluated, nor is there any end date to the rate plan itself.  Tr. at 394.  The only limitations on 
scope of Rate ACEP are limitations imposed by a collaborative proceeding.  Id.  The tariff itself 
does not contain any other specific requirements on what projects could be approved beyond that 
which would be set out in a collaborative proceeding such as the size of the investment and the 
type of investment approved.  Tr. at 395. 

 
II. STATUTORY REQUIREMENTS 

 
Alternative Regulation is provided for in the PUA under Section 9-244.  220 ILCS 5/9-

244.  Section 9-244 lists eight findings which the Commission must make in order to approve an 
alternative regulation proposal.  220 ILCS 5/9-244(b).  Section 9-244 contains the following 
standards:   

The Commission shall approve the program if it finds, based on the 
record, that:  
 
(1)  the program is likely to result in rates lower than otherwise would 

have been in effect under traditional rate of return regulation for 
the services covered by the program and that are consistent with 
the provisions of Section 9-241 of the Act; and  

(2)  the program is likely to result in other substantial and identifiable 
benefits that would be realized by customers served under the 
program and that would not be realized in the absence of the 
program; and  

(3)  the utility is in compliance with applicable Commission standards 
for reliability and implementation of the program is not likely to 
adversely affect service reliability; and  

(4)  implementation of the program is not likely to result in 
deterioration of the utility's financial condition; and  

(5)  implementation of the program is not likely to adversely affect the 
development of competitive markets; and  

(6)  the electric utility is in compliance with its obligation to offer 
delivery services pursuant to Article XVI; and 

(7)  the program includes annual reporting requirements and other 
provisions that will enable the Commission to adequately monitor 
its implementation of the program; and   

(8)  the program includes provisions for an equitable sharing of any net 
economic benefits between the utility and its customers to the 
extent the program is likely to result in such benefits 

 
 ComEd contends that it has met all eight requirements of the PUA and requests approval 
of Rate ACEP.  ComEd filed the direct testimony of five witnesses, and the rebuttal and 
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surrebuttal testimony of two witnesses each in support of Rate ACEP.  Staff, the People, the 
Citizens Utility Board, IIEC, and AARP all filed testimony opposing Rate ACEP on the grounds 
that it does not meet the requirements of the PUA. 
 
CUB’s Position 
 

CUB avers that the most important task before the Commission is to evaluate the legality 
of ComEd’s Rate ACEP under the alternative regulation framework provided for by the PUA, 
which spells out the specific findings the Commission must make in order to approve an 
alternative regulation proposal.  220 ILCS 5/9-244(b).  CUB notes the Company’s statements 
that they would prefer to debate the merits of the individual programs it has proposed rather than 
the legality of Rate ACEP.  Tr. at 404.  This comes as no surprise to CUB, considering the 
Company cannot legally justify Rate ACEP under Section 9-244.  CUB maintains that the law 
does not permit the Commission to simply overlook the legalities and evaluate the programs in a 
vacuum.  While the Company would not like to “get bogged down with the intricacies of the 
statute and its application to what [they’re] proposing here” (Tr. at 405), CUB suggests that this 
evaluation must come before any evaluation of the individual projects they have proposed.  CUB 
submits that, without a finding that Rate ACEP meets all of the requirements of 9-244, any 
details of the individual projects are irrelevant and Commission approval impossible. 

 
CUB maintains that Rider ACEP does not meet three key criteria of Section 9-244: It is 

not likely to result in rates lower than those that would otherwise have been in effect under 
traditional regulation for the projects covered by the program.  CUB states that the Company 
does not identify substantial benefits that would be realized by customers that they would not 
receive in absence of ACEP, and the “sharing” mechanism proposed by the Company does not 
provide any net economic benefits to customers.  
 

A. Finding Under 9-244(b)(1) 

 
CUB’s Position  
 

CUB bases its position on the PUA’s requirement that in order to approve an alternative 
regulation plan, the Commission must find that the plan would result in rates lower than 
otherwise would have been in effect under traditional rate of return regulation for the services 
covered by the program and that are consistent with the provisions of Section 9-241.  220 
ILCS5/9-244(b)(1).  CUB points to the Company’s own admission that under Rate ACEP, 
customers would “end up paying a little bit more than what it actually costs the Company” to 
implement any given project.  Tr. at 463.   

 
CUB notes that ComEd has stated repeatedly that it would not undertake these projects 

under traditional regulation.  ComEd Ex. 8.0 at 21.  Even if the Company did so, CUB states that 
the incentive put in place by Rate ACEP to inflate project budgets makes it more likely than not 
customers would pay less for the same investment under “traditional” rate case regulation.  
ComEd has argued that the 5% operations and maintenance expense (“O&M”) discount is “all 
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but certain” to reduce customer rates; however, the Company carefully points out that the statute 
does not require that rates will be lower - only that they are likely to be lower.  ComEd Ex. 6.0 at 
40.  CUB argues that ComEd’s eagerness to make that distinction should raise red flags with the 
Commission, for if the Company was truly “all but certain” that they met the criterion of (b)(1), 
such fine distinctions would not be necessary. 

 
CUB avers that the only evidence ComEd has offered to support a finding under (b)(1) is 

this proposed 5% O&M savings.  The expense reduction is limited to $2 million.  Staff Ex. 1.0R 
at 14.  That limit applies not just to the projects proposed here but to all future costs recovered 
under Rate ACEP as well, which could include many other projects.  Id.  The Company argues 
that the savings are actually even greater than 5% because the budget includes “ascertainable 
operational savings.”  ComEd Ex. 1.0 Rev. at 19.  However, CUB explains that the Company has 
admitted that those “savings” are not measurable.  Tr. at 418.  CUB maintains that such savings, 
which the Company essentially asks the Commission to simply trust will be included in the 
calculation, are clearly not specific enough to meet the requirements of the statute.  Moreover, 
CUB states, ComEd alone has set the budgets for this “first generation” of Rate ACEP projects.  
Tr. at 400-401.  CUB and several other parties have noted that ComEd alone determines whether 
it has met its targets based on its own budgets—providing great incentive for the Company to 
inflate budgets as much as possible.  Id., Staff Ex. 9.0 at 9, IIEC Ex. 1.0 at 11, AG Ex. 1.0 at 20, 
AARP Ex. 1.0 at 19.  CUB referred to Staff’s example of the electric vehicle pilot budget, which 
Staff found was significantly over-stated compared to what the Company is actually likely to 
pay.  Staff Ex. 2.0 at 5-9. 

 
CUB acknowledges that under Rate ACEP, if ComEd exceeds the O&M budget for a 

given project, customers will not pay the overage.  ComEd Ex. 1.0 Rev. at 29.  Therefore, CUB 
understands that ComEd has no incentive to go over its budget.  However, CUB also understands 
that ComEd also has no incentive to spend as little as possible to complete a project.  The 
Company claims that because it would share the savings of work performed for less than 95% of 
the budget with customers, it has incentive to do so.  CUB disagrees.  CUB avers that the 
Company sees much greater benefit from spending as much as it can to earn greater returns on 
those investments.  If ComEd spends only 80% of its budget, it must share part of the savings 
with customers, and earns its return on a less-costly investment.  If ComEd spends exactly 95% 
of its budget, it earns a greater return on its investment with no additional savings to be credited 
to customers.  In fact, if ComEd spends even 105% of its investment, it earns a return on that 
entire amount.  ComEd Ex. 1.0 Rev. at 7.  If ComEd spends even more, it can seek to recapture 
the shortfall in a rate case.  Staff Ex. 8.0 at 16.  CUB points out that the 5% O&M discount that 
ComEd points to as meeting (b)(1) is far from the definitive savings ComEd claims.   

 
CUB explains that under traditional regulation, part of the costs of an investment may be 

disallowed, so the Company has incentive not to over-spend on projects.  However, under this 
scheme, CUB states that the Company is encouraged to inflate the budget so that its investments 
are as large as possible, creating larger returns on those investments for the Company.  
According to CUB, ComEd does not have an incentive to restrain spending under Rate ACEP 
below what would occur for these projects under traditional regulation, and it is not likely that 
they would do so.   
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B. Finding Under 9-244(b)(2) 

 
CUB’s Position  
 

CUB explains that the PUA requires that an alternative regulation program be “likely to 
result in other substantial and identifiable benefits that would be realized by customers served 
under the program and that would not be realized in the absence of the program.”  220 ILCS 5/9-
244(b)(2).  CUB believes that ComEd has not demonstrated “other substantial and identifiable 
benefits that would be realized by customers served under the program that would not be realized 
in the absence of the program” as required by the PUA.  220 ILCS 5/9-244(b)(2).  The 
“program” here is not any specific project but the mechanism itself, Rate ACEP.  CUB points out 
that the Company readily uses Rate ACEP in general as “the program” to meet the criteria of 
(b)(1) and (b)(8), ComEd Ex. 6.0 at 39-40, but uses the individual projects currently proposed to 
meet the (b)(2) criteria.  CUB notes that these particular projects are not at issue under the 
statutory criteria, only the mechanism is.  CUB explains that though the specific projects 
proposed each have some benefits to customers, investing in them under Rate ACEP does not 
have any greater benefits than investing in them under traditional regulation.  In fact, CUB 
argues, the projects proposed by ComEd have all been undertaken by the Company under 
traditional regulation in the past in different forms.  CUB maintains that this leads to the 
inescapable inference that in the absence of Rate ACEP, these projects would likely still occur in 
some form.  According to CUB, a project by project review only highlights how these projects, 
while they might be discretionary, are by no means inappropriate or impossible under traditional 
regulation. 

 
CUB explains that the Company already has a fleet of hybrid cars which were purchased 

under traditional regulation because of its own interest in the benefits of hybrid vehicles.  AG Ex. 
1.0 at 44, AG Ex. 1.5.  CUB points out that ComEd will already receive eleven all-electric Chevy 
Volts through the Clean Cities Grant it received (Tr. at 184) but the Company now claims that it 
needs more all-electric vehicles to get a sufficient “sample size.”  Tr. at 186.  Based on its history 
of purchasing hybrid vehicles, and its stated intent to purchase all-electric vehicles without 
ACEP, CUB suggests that the Company cannot contend that this project has benefits under Rate 
ACEP that would not be seen without this alternative regulation. 

 
CUB avers that ComEd has been testing and replacing underground cable for many years.  

ComEd Ex. 4.0 at 6.  A Company witness has testified that “there is nothing improper or 
imprudent” about its current pace of testing and replacing this cable.  Id. at 7.  However, CUB 
posits that if ComEd could undertake this investment under Rate ACEP, the Company could earn 
an immediate return on that investment rather than having to wait until its next rate case for that 
benefit.  Tr. at 320.  The Company states that the benefit of UUFR is improved reliability for 
customers.  Id.  CUB points to Staff’s conclusion that if these improvements truly will improve 
reliability to the extent ComEd claims, then ComEd is being irresponsible by not undertaking 
this work in absence of alternative regulation.  Staff Ex. 4.0 at 4.  CUB recommends that the 
Commission should not reward such behavior with alternative regulation.  It seems to CUB that 
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the greatest benefit to come then from instituting UUFR under Rider ACEP is a greater rate base 
investment – and higher return – for ComEd.  

 
CUB notes that ComEd has had a low-income assistance program for several years as 

well.  AG Cross Ex. 4.  The Company has had CARE programs since 2006, which at that time 
were funded using shareholder dollars.  Tr. at 340.  CUB suggests that ComEd and Exelon 
continued to fund at least part of the programs until now.  Tr. at 348-351.  ComEd now states 
that it has not and will not contribute any further funding to low-income assistance programs.  
Tr. at 365.  CUB suggests that the Company will happily take the benefits of the goodwill 
engendered by offering a low-income assistance program with their name and logo attached, 
even though they contribute nothing.  CUB argues that the Company’s attempt to link 
continuation of low-income assistance to approval of Rate ACEP is opportunistic and 
inappropriate.  CUB believes that nothing about low-income assistance makes that program more 
likely to show benefits to customers under Rate ACEP than such a program would otherwise. 

 
CUB avers that Rate ACEP, the program at issue in 9-244(b)(2), does not provide 

substantial and identifiable benefits to customers that would not be realized in absence of the 
program, because each of the projects proposed by ComEd under Rate ACEP can and has 
benefitted customers under traditional regulation.  CUB concludes that ComEd’s apparent refusal 
to undertake these projects absent ACEP amounts to nothing more than a threat to the 
Commission to try to ensure alternative regulation, which results in no benefits other than to 
shareholders. 

 
C. Finding Under 9-244(b)(8) 

 
CUB’s Position 

 
CUB explains that section (b)(8) of Section 9-244 requires that any alternative regulation 

proposal include “provisions for an equitable sharing of any net economic benefits between the 
utility and its customers to the extent the program is likely to result in such benefits.”  220 ILCS 
5/9-244(b)(8).  CUB argues that even if ComEd’s proposed investments result in any economic 
benefits, Rate ACEP does not include a means to share those benefits with customers.  CUB 
maintains that the proposal is designed to provide full recovery, on a piecemeal basis, of all the 
incremental costs incurred by ComEd (with what CUB terms the “dubious 5% ‘discount’”)—this 
is not savings sharing, but instead is a shifting of risk from the Company to shareholders.  CUB 
argues that economic benefits from each of the programs proposed are uncertain, and any 
economic benefits the programs do have would not be shared with customers until the 
Company’s next rate case.   

 
ComEd pointed to three ways in which the “net economic benefits” of Rate ACEP are 

shared between the Company and customers.  ComEd Ex. 1.0 Rev. at 32.  First, they claim that 
50/50 sharing of the carrying costs saved due to projects completed under budget meets the 
requirements of 9-244(b)(8).  Id. at 19, 32.  CUB argues that such an assertion assumes that the 
mechanism encourages savings—which it does not in fact do.  CUB again points out that Rate 
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ACEP actually has incentives for the Company to overstate the budget, and then to spend the 
entire budget in order for the Company to see the greatest returns.  Second, the Company asserts 
that the benefit to low-income customers of the CARE program fulfills the (b)(8) requirement.  
ComEd Ex. 1.0R at 32.  CUB avers that such an interpretation would require an extremely broad 
interpretation of the statute, because 1) the statute requires that the mechanism, not the projects, 
result in economic benefits, and 2) reallocation of company revenues is not the same as sharing 
net economic benefits.  CUB does not agree that the statute envisions that taking money from 
one group of customers and giving it to another group would qualify as “sharing” of economic 
benefits.  Finally questions ComEd’s claims that customers will derive “other” benefits “from the 
greater flexibility and competitive opportunities that will ultimately result from the installation of 
smart grid technologies.”  ComEd Ex. 1.0R at 32.  CUB explains that there is no proposal in this 
docket for approval of smart grid investments, and the Company has been very clear on this 
point.  CUB concludes that the Commission cannot consider benefits of a project that might be 
proposed sometime in the future when determining the whether the current proposal meets the 
statutory requirements. 

 
According to CUB, the Company has failed to show that net economic benefits will exist 

at all, much less that they will be equitably shared with customers.  CUB believes that the 
Company has shown that it alone will retain economic benefits of making investments of larger 
size than they might otherwise under traditional regulation, due to overstated budgets, and that 
they will begin earning a return on those investments sooner than they would under traditional 
regulation.  

 
 
III. ALTERNATIVE REGULATION GENERALLY 

CUB’s Position 
 

CUB contends that ComEd’s proposal is not alternative regulation, but rather is a 
piecemeal cost recovery mechanism with some collaborative aspects grafted onto a traditional 
regulatory framework.  CUB notes ComEd’s own admission that the proposal is just a step away 
from traditional regulation, and that it would in fact be fair to say that the proposal here is a mix 
of alternative regulation and traditional regulation.  Tr. at 423. 
 

CUB suggests that properly structured alternative regulation could provide a utility with 
incentives to achieve savings while preserving the key characteristics of the traditional regulatory 
framework: rates are frequently reviewed in a comprehensive proceeding that matches expenses 
and revenues and which focuses on investments that are actually used and useful to customers.  
CUB Ex. 1.0 at 16-17.  CUB believes that the key to a proper alternative regulation framework is 
that it must create incentives for both customers and the utility to take action that lowers 
customer bills.  CUB Ex. 1.0 at 19.  Typically, CUB states, the goal of alternative regulation is to 
replace periodic rate cases with a different process of regulation and achieve lower long-term 
energy prices.  CUB Ex. 1.0 at 17.  Alternatives to increasingly frequent and expensive rate cases 
include the features identified by the Illinois General Assembly when it enacted Section 9-244:  
rate case moratoria, price cap regulation, earnings monitoring and sharing arrangements or 
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combinations of these approaches.  Id., citing 220 ILCS 5/9-244(a).  As AG witness Michael 
Brosch testified, a successfully implemented alternative regulation framework is one designed to 
induce higher utility productivity in the long term while eliminating or reducing the need for rate 
cases and while ensuring that any benefits from the resulting improved efficiencies are shared 
equitably between shareholders and customers.  AG Ex. 1.0 at 8.   

 
CUB witness Christopher Thomas testified that the key characteristics of alternative 

regulation should be transparency and accountability: 
 It should provide a clear standard for evaluating whether it is successful, such as 

an overall reduction in customer bills and improvements in customer service 
(reliability improvements, reduction of billing errors, and improved customer 
access to data).  CUB Ex. 1.0 at 19.  

 It should facilitate the sharing of information and reduce administrative costs, so 
that it is not more resource intensive than the existing regulatory process on ICC 
Staff and Intervenors.  Id. 

 It should promote a collaborative review of proposed utility investments, and 
provide an opportunity for ongoing evaluation of investment performance.  Id. 

 It should provide an incentive to for cost-efficient investments that provide the 
utility with incentive to maintain the proper level and timing of investment which 
results in safe and reliable service.  Id. 

CUB states that in order make sure these goals can be achieved, an alternative regulation plan 
must include unambiguous incentives that tie utility earnings directly to the effectiveness of 
utility investments, actions, and behaviors in reducing, or managing, customer bills.  CUB Ex. 
1.0 at 20.  CUB believes that to balance the needs of shareholders and customers, an alternative 
regulation framework would need to clearly motivate regulated utilities to invest in technologies 
that produce real quantifiable savings for customers, most likely by aggressively supporting 
active energy efficiency and demand response programs.  Id.   

 
Because CUB recognizes that there is potential value in a properly-structured alternative 

regulation proposal, they provided guidelines that they argue would be appropriate for approval 
in a future alternative regulation proposal.  Mr. Thomas states that ComEd and its customers 
could share the savings resulting from energy efficiency and demand response initiatives, and 
alternative regulation could be used to develop such a sharing plan.  Mr. Thomas explains that 
there is a tremendous amount of economic value based on the current prices that customers pay 
for generation and transmission service.  He states that these prices are based on customer load 
shape, which is a measure of how efficiently system capacity is used.  Mr. Thomas explains that 
by reducing usage during peak times, total costs can be decreased for customers.  For example, 
during the past year, just a 3% reduction in total usage during the last year would have result in 
energy savings of more than $112 million (associated capacity, ancillary service, and 
transmission costs savings increase this amount).  These savings are based on prices during a 
relatively low-priced year, and would be greater as the price of energy rises.  This means there is 
a tremendous amount of value available through aggressive demand side initiatives.  Mr. Thomas 
explains that capturing this value would require utility shareholders to change their focus from 
regularly increasing rate base to efficiently delivering affordable, clean, safe, and reliable 
electricity to customers.  The economic incentive would be replaced by new rewards, which 
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would be realized by helping customers minimize their own costs, sharing those savings with the 
utility.   

 
CUB avers that an appropriate alternative regulation plan could accomplish this balance 

by constructing a sharing mechanism that gives utilities an economic incentive to develop 
demand-side initiatives while simultaneously stabilizing and reducing or controlling costs for 
customers.  ComEd Ex. 1.0 at 27.  Mr. Thomas further testifies that a sharing mechanism would 
be appropriate for utility investments that replace traditional rate bases assets and provide 
benefits that accrue directly to customers.  Id.  For example, the availability of more granular 
meter data made possible by an investment in an AMI system could enable more efficient power 
procurement by the Illinois Power Agency (“IPA”) which in turn would lower customer bills; 
however, today ComEd will not make such an investment absent some type of return for 
providing this data.  Id.  CUB states that ComEd’s proposal to investigate expanding AMI 
investment under Rate ACEP addresses only their incentive.  It is CUB’s position that the law 
requires any alternative regulation approved by the Commission to include the customer side of 
the equation as well. 

 
CUB recognizes the importance of Commission review of projects included in alternative 

regulation to ensure that they are implemented prudently.  Mr. Thomas recommends that 
traditional prudency evaluations should be maintained for utility implementations, but they can 
be determined in a collaborative proceeding and the utility can remain responsible for 
implementation.  CUB Ex. 1.0 at 29.  Since pre-approval of investments is tremendously 
valuable, Mr. Thomas states that any pre-approval of utility investments should be accompanied 
by significant reductions in the cost of capital used to develop and set rates for these investments.  
Id.  CUB maintains that if the sharing mechanism and the associated metrics are developed 
appropriately, customers would be assured that the utility service they are paying for is provided 
at the lowest possible cost.  Id.  Utilities would then have the incentive to operate their systems 
efficiently and provide tools and programs to customers that help to manage costs.  CUB 
acknowledges that this represents a dramatic change from the system today, a system where 
customers see only cost increases from utility investments.   

 
CUB states that under any alternative regulation plan, it would be crucial that the 

Commission is able to compare the utility’s performance with respect to established metrics.  
CUB Ex. 1.0 at 28.  CUB avers that while the specific level of performance the utility would be 
required to meet might depend on the type of project being proposed, there are general 
categories, many of which the Commission already reviews, which can serve as a starting point.  
CUB provided the following metrics as an example of those which a utility should include in any 
alternative regulation proposal in the future:  

 Reducing Customer Bills: Reduction in customer delivery charges, supply 
charges, etc. CUB Ex. 1.0 at 30. 

 Improving Customer Service: Improvements in call center performance regarding 
response times tied to caller satisfaction, reduction of billing errors, increased 
customer access to customer usage data, etc.  Id. 

 Improving Reliability: Reduction in system-wide total number of minutes per year 
of sustained outage per customer served as reflected by the System Average 
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Interruption Duration Index (SAIDI); reduction in any outage duration as 
reflected by the System Average Interruption Frequency Index (SAIFI); reduction 
in the number of momentary outages per customer system-wide per year as 
reflected by the Momentary Average Interruption Frequency Index (MAIFI) and 
the number of customers per year and circuits per year experiencing greater than 
12 sustained outages; improvements in system load factor and load factor by 
customer class; increase in the number of and total nameplate capacity of 
customer-owned or operated, utility grid-connected distributed generation 
facilities.  Id. 

 Improving Power Quality: Minimization of line losses and improvements in the 
distribution load factors.  Id. 

 Improvements in Utility Efficiency: Reduction in O&M expenses as a percentage 
of rate base, the benchmarking of utility O&M expenses as compared to 
comparable utilities.  Id. 
 

Using their example metrics, CUB suggests that the Commission could review the 
utility’s performance under a true alternative regulation proposal.  Id.  CUB states that if the 
Company failed to meet the established metrics, no sharing would occur, and penalties could be 
imposed.  Id.  If the Company met the metrics, the revenues could be split based upon the 
established amount; if the Company has exceeded the metrics, additional sharing could result.  
CUB states that revenue sharing must be based on customer total bill impacts because the entire 
goal of a change in the regulatory framework would be to make customers better off.  Id. CUB 
proposes that when this metric is satisfied, the utility would be able to increase earnings based on 
their effectiveness in reducing, or controlling, costs for customers.  Id. 

 
CUB states that up-front pre-approval of the kind ComEd is seeking here creates a 

significant risk for customers that cost savings might fail to materialize or because projected 
benefits don’t accrue because the only incentive present is to come in under budget.  Id.  CUB 
agrees with Mr. Brosch that what ComEd proposes here is not any performance based 
ratemaking because it does not even attempt to measure the Company’s performance against any 
overall cost-efficiency or service quality metrics.  AG Ex. 1.0 at 13.  CUB argues that the 
Company has failed to offer any identifiable benefits, performance metrics, or other means to 
assure that its proposal will adjust rates based on the utility’s performance.  CUB concludes that 
because no specific performance metrics are associated with the proposed programs, or specific 
ways of evaluating whether the technology deployed failed or was beneficial (Tr. at 391), this 
proposal does not meet the general policy requirements of alternative regulation. 

 
 
IV. COMMISSION ANALYSIS AND CONCLUSIONS 

 
The Commission finds that ComEd’s Rate ACEP proposal does not meet the statutory 

criteria of 9-244(b)(1), (2) or (8), and is not appropriate alternative regulation.  ComEd’s 
proposal is not a request for alternative regulation but a proposal to pilot the piecemeal recovery 
of isolated program costs through a new rate on top of continuing, traditional regulation.  The 
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projects ComEd has proposed are discretionary, and similar project investments have been made 
by the Company and evaluated under traditional regulation.  Rate ACEP benefits ComEd 
shareholders by shifting costs and risks associated with proposed future investments in the 
specific, discretionary projects ComEd proposes.  This one-sided proposal is not the win/win 
approach that ComEd portrays it to be.  Rate ACEP is poor regulatory policy which is little more 
than a repackaging of the Company’s previously submitted – and rejected – Rider SMP.   

True alternative regulation would involve creating performance metrics to ensure the 
Company invests wisely to benefit customers while meeting its statutory obligation to provide 
“adequate, efficient, reliable, environmentally safe and least-cost public utility services at prices 
which accurately reflect the long-term cost of such services and which are equitable to all 
citizens.”  CUB Ex. 1.0 at 18-19, citing 220 ILCS 5/1-101.  It should provide an incentive to for 
cost-efficient investments that provide the utility with incentive to maintain a level of investment 
that focuses on providing safe and reliable service over there long-term, with continuing 
improvements and long-term cost reductions.  Id.  Most importantly, the Commission should 
have a clear standard by which to measure a proposal’s success or failure, such as an overall 
reduction in customer bills and improvements in customer service (reliability improvements, 
reduction of billing errors, and improved customer access to data).  Id.  

 
ComEd’s proposal does not have any of these characteristics, and most importantly, it the 

mechanism does not meet the statutory criteria of 9-244.  Rate ACEP is not likely to result in 
rates lower than those that would otherwise have been in effect under traditional regulation for 
the projects covered by the program.  The O&M “discount” the Company claims would have this 
result is in fact not likely to truly cost ratepayers less than they would if the programs were 
implemented under traditional regulation, as the Company has no incentive to spend any less 
than 95% of its own, likely inflated budget.  Lacking in an incentive to spend as little as possible, 
this proposal cannot match the incentives to keep costs down present in traditional regulation.  
The Company does not identify substantial benefits that would be realized by customers that they 
would not receive in absence of ACEP.  The only benefit that the mechanism itself offers is the 
unlikely discount, and the benefits of the projects themselves are no greater than they would be if 
undertaken under traditional regulation.  Finally, the “sharing” mechanism proposed by the 
Company does not provide any net economic benefits to customers. Any savings are unlikely, 
and what benefits do accrue from the individual projects will be retained by ComEd until their 
next rate case.  The statute requires that the benefits be shared with customers, not retained by 
shareholders. 

 
The Commission denies ComEd’s request to implement its proposed alternative 

regulation plan and Rate ACEP and requires any future request to include metrics that allow the 
Commission to measure utility performance under any alternative regulation plan, like those 
suggested by CUB witness Mr. Thomas.   
 
 


